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“The Rise of Tarnished” THE STORY. What is
the magic that can easily be written into
existence even if the paper is torn? As you
try to grasp the truth, a scattered world in
ruins was turned into a world where magic
was born from light and scattered with
power. A world with a sky full of stars that
fills the whole sky and a world with oceans
that are separated by lands between them.
In this world there is an area that has been
placed under a spell and an area where the
light is strong, but no one has ever stepped
foot in. The Tarnished, born from a trace of
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the light, seem to be a race of creatures that
were the first to ever arise from magic, and
they bear the abilities to use power. In this
world, there are people who have left the
light. In the face of powerful magic, they did
nothing, while those in the light seemed to
be constantly fighting. The Tarnished were
born in the Lands Between, and this story
that is told in fragments is about them.
GAME-PLAY. Choose a 1v1 multiplayer battle
or a 2v2 battle to face the story that unfolds
from a different perspective. The Battle
System. Introducing the new Battle System
based on our game, Fantasy Generations.
You can freely control all of your characters
on the field of battle in real time, aiming to
overwhelm your opponent by means of
cooperative actions. In a battle, you will
have up to two characters. You can freely
command them, and actions can be freely
combined and coordinated, thus allowing
you to easily and flexibly shape the
battlefield. The battle system can be
optimized for a 1v1 battle or a 2v2 battle,
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and will be adjusted depending on the
number of players. In a multiplayer battle,
you and your opponent will both be
represented by their avatar. The battlefield
will be divided into squares. Every square
corresponds to a number of points. A
number of points equal to 1 will be added to
a character at the end of a battle. This
number will be used as the number of points
when determining the Battle Rank (which
will be introduced in the future). Counting
the number of points based on the number
of squares that you enter an action on, you
can be sure that you are about to exceed or
fall short of a battle rank
Features Key:
Choose the Armor, Weapon, and Magic you wish to level up and invest in!
Embark on an exciting and epic adventure!
Play as an Elden Lord and receive fame and money!

How to Play
Starting from the first chapter, the story of Dark Dawn will unfold in the order shown below. You can restart
from the beginning of the story at any point.
Gladiator Battle: You are the beginning, and therefore, this is the story about you. Engaging in online
interactions in all towns along your way.
Ascension of the Warriors: You have dueled and developed your skills as a warrior. Earn money and
level up your equipment and armors.
Sage's Path: The story of the elven masters. Become a sage, and you will be able to enjoy the
pleasure of combat and gain the precious power of magic.
God of Land Magic: Use your godly power over nature and challenge the God of Land through mind-
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blowing battles with giant monsters.
The Hidden Adventure: Face many mysteries on your journey over mountains and through forests.
You'll have to use your wits and your skills to overcome trials.
The Elden City: Once you reach the Elden City, you can rise as an Elden Lord.

What are the terminology and concept of Dark Dawn?
The term, "Dark Dawn," originated from the Lands between, an
existence between life and nothingness. In Dark Dawn, each town
has its own feeling of "dawn," and through your own play, you can
experience a variety of "dawns."
Dark Dawn Logo
DARK DAWN LOGO
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